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contracts.  Accordingly these liabilities will usually be poolable but the
shipowner must use his best endeavours to contract on best possible
terms, and must not contractually waive the right to limit.

Services Provided by an Entered Ship

In contrast to the above, when an entered ship provides services by way
of a charter or a contract for services such as carriage of cargo or supply
operations, more stringent requirements have to be met in order for
poolable cover to apply. This is because the Group clubs take the view
that, where members are providing services, they have more opportunity
to negotiate acceptable contractual terms and can always walk away if
this is not possible. 

There are essentially two options. The first is that the member contracts
on a basis that does not expose him to liabilities that he would not
otherwise incur at law, and that he retains the right to limit. The other
alternative is that the member contracts on the basis of   a knock-for-
knock agreement, by which each party takes responsibility for his
property and personnel regardless of fault.

Towage

Although towage is also normally carried out under contract, it is dealt
with separately under the Pooling Agreement, although a similar
distinction is drawn between towage of an entered ship and towage by
an entered ship. 

Towage of an entered ship

Where an entered ship is being towed, the only exclusion relates to
liabilities that arise under a contract between the tug and the entered
ship, although in practice all towage other than in a salvage situation will
be carried out under contract.  As far as liabilities incurred under a
contract for towage of an entered ship are concerned, the Pooling
Agreement distinguishes between “customary” and “non-customary”
towage.  Where the contract is in respect of towage of ships that have to
be towed, such as barges, or where towage is required for harbour
manoeuvres, it is understood that the member will normally have to
accept the terms offered to him by the service provider.  Thus, for
customary towage of an entered ship, the Pooling Agreement imposes no
restrictions as to the terms on which the member must contract; it is
acceptable for the contract to remain silent as to liability or to state that
liability will be at law, or even for the member to accept liability under the
contract beyond that which he would have at law.  

There is, however, a difference in respect of liabilities arising under
contracts for towage of an entered ship that is not customary, such as
ocean tows. Where the towage is not customary, the member must
contract on knock-for-knock terms or equivalent, because the member
will have more opportunity to negotiate acceptable terms. It is always
important for towage contracts to be approved by the Club so that there
is no doubt about the scope and extent of cover applicable.

Towage by an entered ship

It is worth highlighting that when an entered ship is towing either a ship
or other floating object such as a rig, the Pooling Agreement excludes all
liability in respect of loss of or damage to or wreck removal of the tow,
unless such liability arises a towage contract that is either on an industry
standard form or has been approved by the Club.   The sole exception is
towage that is undertaken for the purpose of attempting to save life or
property at sea, when any liability which may arise always remains
poolable.  

The Pooling Agreement approaches liability arising under contracts for
towage by an entered ship rather as if these were contracts for services
provided by the entered ship, although the requirements in respect of
towage are more stringent.  The member is required, where possible, to
contract with the tow on knock-for-knock terms, providing that, in
practice, there is no exposure for liability for loss of or damage to or
wreck removal of the tow or her cargo.  The Pooling Agreement sets out a
list of contracts that are approved, most, but not all, of which are knock-
for-knock, and these are as follows: TOWCON, TOWHIRE, UK Standard
Towage Conditions (UKSTC) and SUPPLYTIME 1989 and 2005.

The only exception is in jurisdictions that do not support knock-for-knock
contracts or other contracts by which the member can avoid liability for
his own negligence.  In such jurisidictions the Group clubs take the view
that it is better to have a less stringent contract that will be upheld by the
courts than to risk a knock-for-knock contract being struck down.
Therefore, in jurisdictions which do not enforce contracts on knock-for-
knock or other terms purporting to allow the tugowner to avoid the
consequences of his negligence, the member may contract on other
terms, provided that he does not take any liability for any negligence of
the owner of the tow or any other person and that his liability is limited
under the contract or otherwise to no more than the maximum exposure
for which the he would be liable at law.

Again, in all the examples above, it is important to refer non-standard
form towage contracts to the Club and to ask the Club if there are any
questions regarding the adequacy of cover.

What do I do if the Contract or Operation is
Non-Poolable?

The Club offers a wide and flexible non-pool coverage programme up to
limits of US$1 billion, which can be utilised where a member may incur
liabilities that are non-poolable and not otherwise covered under any
other insurance. The Club will review contracts and provide terms where
requested for liabilities that are identified as non-poolable to ensure that
members have a level of certainty and security regarding their insurance
to underpin their operations.
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Furthermore, Heavycon knock-for-knock provisions may cease once the
voyage comes to an end and, therefore, it is important that the contract for
installation is properly worded to extend beyond discharge of the cargo. 

In both cases, the member required a buy-back of the specialist operations
exclusion. As mentioned earlier, the Club can offer a special limited cover for
third-party liabilities arising during the course of specialist operations. This
extended cover can be purchased as part of the Standard Offshore
Extension, a comprehensive and unified cover for ships that carry out
specialist operations offshore .  Full details of the cover can be found on the
Club’s website. It is not a blanket cover; it essentially reinstates cover for P&I
risks covered under the member’s terms of entry which would otherwise be
excluded under Rule 19.11(i). It will not, however, restore cover that the
member would not have under his normal P&I entry, unless this is
specifically agreed. For instance, a member whose P&I entry excludes cargo
risks will not obtain cargo cover for a specialist operation by purchasing a
specialist operations buy-back, unless the Club specifically agrees to
reinstate it.

Even under the specialist operations buy-back, exclusions remain in respect
of damage to contract work and liability for poor or non-performance of
operations (product liability). These remain excluded because this type of
exposure would normally be covered under the Construction All Risk policy
(CAR), which is commonly used to cover builders’ risks for big offshore
projects. Contract work has been defined in Rule 19.11(iii) above, a definition
which is intended to dovetail with the CAR policy wording and operates to
exclude those parts of the project and project property that are insured
under the CAR policy. The definition lists a number of types of project
property, but the list is intentionally non-exhaustive (as indicated by the
words “including, but not limited to”) to take account of the various types of
projects undertaken in the offshore sector.

Contractual Terms

When giving the specialist operations buy-back, the Club normally expects
the member to contract on terms that exclude all liability for, and to obtain
a suitable indemnity in respect of, the work that is the subject of the
contract and any other property on the worksite, irrespective of the
member’s negligence. These may be, using the examples mentioned above,
in the case of the float-over operation, the jacket and the subsea
equipment, pipelines and installations in the immediate vicinity of the site,
and in the case of the jetty section installation operation, the support piles
and any pre-existing jetty sections. The extent of the pre-existing property
in respect of which the member should ideally be indemnified can be
expressly agreed with the Club. The specialist operations buyback will
respond to damage to the pre-existing property in the event of the failure of
a contractual indemnity, provided the contract has been preapproved by the
Club, although contract work will remain excluded.

Any member who is in any doubt as to whether any operation which they
are undertaking constitutes a specialist operation, or whether their existing
cover is adequate or a  buy-back is required, should contact the Club 
for advice.

Operation of the Exclusion

The specialist operations exclusion operates by reference to the nature of
the operation and for the exclusion to ‘kick in’, a claim must arise during the
course of performing the specialist operation. An installation ship involved in
a collision whilst on its way to the site of the operation would therefore not
be caught by the exclusion as she would not be in the course of carrying out
specialist operations at that time. However, if the collision were caused by
the ship being unable to manoeuvre because she was engaged in
construction work, the exclusion would apply because the liability would
have arisen out of the specialist nature of that operation. If the collision also
resulted in damage to the offshore structure that the ship was installing, this
would be contract works damage, which is excluded under Rule 19.11 (iii), a
point which is considered further below.

The exclusion therefore does not apply during the main transportation phase
of the project, i.e. the cargo voyage to the work site. However, the Pooling
Agreement requires members carrying cargo to do so on certain defined
terms. Cargo must be carried on Hague/ Visby Rules terms or, for on-deck
cargo, on terms that permit the cargo to be carried on-deck, states that it is
being so carried and exonerates the member from all liability in respect of
such cargo. For members operating heavy lift, including semi-submersible,
ships, cargo must be carried on BIMCO Heavycon or similar terms. Members
carrying project property under contracts that expose them to wider liability
will need an additional contractual cover to protect them.

Not all operations may be readily apparent to the member as being
specialist operations. One such instance involved a heavy lift ship
transporting jetty sections that were to be discharged onto pre-installed
piles. Although in terms of the nature of the operation, this may seem very
similar to normal discharge onto a jetty, it is in terms of P&I cover a
specialist operation, as the member is effectively engaged in jetty
construction in lifting the cargo on to the fixed piles, and construction is
considered to be a specialist operation. In another instance, a semi-
submersible ship was carrying a topsides module for a float-over operation
on to a pre-fixed jacket, whereby the cargo would be discharged directly
onto the jacket by the ship submerging to mate the module with the jacket.
Since this is tantamount to construction, a floatover operation is considered
to be a specialist operation. In contrast to the jetty construction operation
mentioned above, this did involve a very different risk to that involved in
normal discharge, since the ship needed to be positioned very carefully
within the jacket during the off-loading in order to avoid damaging it and to
ensure successful mating.

Whilst in each instance the members were contracting on Heavycon
contracts, members should note that the Heavycon contract affords
protection to the shipowner in respect of cargo damage and wreck removal
of the cargo, but not necessarily in respect of third-party liability arising out
of the operation. This is particularly pertinent in an installation-type operation
that may involve a number of different companies, not all of which will
necessarily be included within the Heavycon indemnity regime.
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- Company familiarisation procedures, particularly the induction of
Masters, were inadequate. The Master was completely new to the ship,
unfamiliar with the ship and crew, and had only a 90 minute handover
before taking over command. In addition, he took command halfway
through a rig anchor deployment operation and so had no personal
formal briefing of the rig movement plan. There was also a general
lack of anchor-handling experience onboard.

- The company did not have a policy or procedure for identifying training
needs over and above STCW requirements.

- Defects on the implementation of the safety management system,
including the preparation of risk assessments.

- Audit failure, including that of the Classification Society in not
identifying the requirement to have adequate procedures for anchor-
handling.

- The Bourbon Dolphin was certified for 180 tonnes bollard pull. On the
rig's movement plan (RMP), it was stated that, at certain stages, 174
tonnes bollard pull may be required. With the full use of thrusters
powered from the shaft alternators, bollard pull is reduced from a
maximum of 194 tonnes to 125 tonnes. 

- In the RMP, the Bourbon Dolphin was designated as an ‘assist vessel’.
For anchor no. 2, the Bourbon Dolphin was being used as the lead
ship. The lead ship positioning anchor no. 6 had previously struggled in
its deployment, in the exact same adverse weather conditions, and it
was nearly twice as powerful as the Bourbon Dolphin.

2. Conditions on Board

- Insufficient understanding on the bridge that the thrusters were
operating to a maximum and could overheat at any time. This fact was
not relayed to the tow master. The ship chose not to abort the
operation but instead asked for assistance from another ship, using a
grappling hook and chain to alleviate the weight. The ship already had
a 5 degree port list.

- Previous concerns regarding the ship’s stability had not been 
acted upon.

3. Planning of the Anchor-handling Operation

- The RMP was geared towards the needs of the rig and not of the ships
running the anchors. The RMP contained a number of weaknesses,
including lack of risk assessments, no estimation of expected forces,
nor sufficient margins to account for the static and dynamic forces.

- No clear weather criteria as to when the operation should be suspended.

- No proper assessment of ship suitability. The RMP was incomplete in
its analysis of bollard pull. There was reportedly only a superficial
inspection of the ship.

Both the regular masters normally assigned to the ship testified that
they had expected her to show better stability characteristics than she
did, and that they had reservations about the stability. For example,
they followed an operational ‘habit’ to ensure that maximum bunkers
were retained on board, reducing the free surface effect and increasing
bottom weight so as to improve the ship’s stability.

• Use of roll reduction tanks 
The stability book and the company manuals did not clearly state that
the anti-roll tanks (or roll-reduction tanks) should not be used when
anchor-handling. They were in use at the time of the incident. Their
use in certain conditions can reduce stability.

• Use of the port towing pins
Even when the starboard pins were being used, the ship had an
approximate 5 degree port list. When the lead of the wire was moved
from the port to the starboard pins, the list would naturally increase
and add to the capsizing forces. The change of the ship’s heading to
the west was unfavourable in relation to the direction in which the wire
and chain were leading. The change in the point of attack from the
weight of wire and chain caused by depressing the starboard pins and
allowing the wire to lead from the port pins exacerbated the port list to
a critical degree.

• Reduced manoeuvrability due to blackout of the starboard engines
The lateral thrusters were operating at full power and the engineers
feared they would overheat. The engineers had already informed the
bridge that there was a possibility of a blackout due to the engines and
thrusters being used to their maximum.

• Lack of knowledge of the winch release system
The ship's crew had wrongly understood that the emergency winch
release was an instant release that would cause an uncontrolled
release of wire and chain. This misunderstanding may explain why this
emergency measure was not taken earlier. 

It was clear that it was the changed angle of pull of the chain, along with
the change in the ship's heading and reduced manoeuvrability plus the
influence of external forces, that together with the ship's stability
characteristics caused the tragedy.

The Commission also evaluated the indirect causes of the accident and
four main elements stood out:

1. Design, Construction, Certification and the
Company’s Operation of the Ship, Including
the Manning

- Design and construction. There were weight changes in construction.

- Stability book criteria for anchor-handling was not fully described,
including the guidance of anti-roll tanks use during anchor-handling
operations.

- Weaknesses in the company procedures for anchor-handling, a critical
operation for this ship.
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4. Implementation of the Rig Move

- Several rig personnel noticed that, after the crew change, more
guidance was required during the operations. The operation was 
longer and more demanding than planned. Equipment was damaged,
including rig winches requiring repair. The OIM (Offshore Installation
Manager) on the rig was not continually kept informed.

- During the last phases of the operation, there were a number of
failures. The drifting offline that occurred during the earlier deployment
of anchor no. 6 was not relayed to the OIM. The operation was begun
in marginal conditions. The operation for no. 2 anchor did not follow
the written procedure. No explanation was given or requested from the
rig when the ship began to drift significantly offline when deploying no.
2 anchor. The request for assistance to carry out the unsuccessful
grappling of the chain and wire was granted, but no risk assessment
was done and no questions were asked as to the reasons for the
request. The Bourbon Dolphin and the assisting ship, when 
grappling for the wire and chain, almost collided, but this was not
relayed to the rig.

Conclusion

The Commission was balanced in its conclusions, stating that
improvements could be made by the crew, builders, owners and managers,
flag state, class and charterers. All operators of AHTS should ensure that
their conclusions are taken heed of, and a copy of the report should be on
board every AHTS.

Had the correct safety barriers been in place, the capsizing of this ship
may not have occurred. The Commission made two profound comments:

“It is necessary that all personnel, particularly senior personnel are alert
to the possibility that an operation is developing into a dangerous
situation.” It is this awareness that is the primary ‘safety barrier’.

and

“The master has the paramount responsibility for the safety of the vessel
and the crew during maritime operations. Even if the anchor-handling
manual onboard was not a perfect aid, it appeared that nothing in this
manual relieved the master of his responsibility for the safety of the crew
and the vessel. This involves an undisputed right and duty to halt an
ongoing activity, even if the company and others, for example, were to
object. The master’s orders are thus the last human safety barrier for the
crew and vessel.”

As we strive to operate ships safely, this is a lesson that we must ensure
all senior officers learn.
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Ensuring Ongoing Safety Records

There is one area of pressing concern for the US$20 billion per annum
offshore marine contracting industry – expansion. Sophisticated vessels
are vital for the safe and efficient support of underwater and surface
construction, and currently over US$17 billion worth of new vessels are in
yards or in the planning and engineering phases.

In a relatively short time, some 50 new marine construction vessels and
600 offshore support vessels will be in service around the world – to say
nothing of 40 floating drilling rigs and a whole new generation of
dredgers and seismic vessels. 

The offshore fleet is about to become physically larger (in terms both of
numbers and size), and more sophisticated. If ever there was an example
of the need for ensuring that risks are assessed, it is within this scenario,
where skills and safety levels need to match the sophistication of this
‘new-look’ fleet. To operate the new fleet, the industry will recruit a wide
range of new people.

Zero injuries is the human ‘holy grail’ of the offshore industry. Therefore,
all these people must be capable of absorbing the available knowledge
and taking on board industry safety objectives. Training must continue
across the board to keep them safe.

Zero incidents is the goal for the new vessels. The published IMCA
documents, including those on new vessel/equipment specifications,
trials and auditing, will be invaluable for the vessels and people since
they are well founded in the lessons learnt in the past.

Hugh Williams is Chief Executive of IMCA – International Marine
Contractors Association (www.imca-int.com), which represents
offshore marine and underwater engineering companies worldwide.
The association has more than 500 company members in more
than 50 countries around the globe.

He is a chartered civil engineer with 33 years’ broad experience,
including: 

- Commercial management and business development for marine
contractors Heerema, 

- Commercial and engineering management with design work and
marine warranty survey work for consultants Noble Denton and
Global Maritime,

- Ports and harbours design office and site work with engineering
consultants Rendel Palmer and Tritton.

During this time, his career gradually focused on marine
operations, particularly heavy lifting and marine construction in the
offshore oil and gas industry.

‘Zero risk’ is so important and the industry must formulate plans to
ensure the enlarged offshore fleet can operate optimally – and safely –
thanks to adequate risk assessment and management.

       





words used are wide enough for the above purposes then the court must
consider whether there is another head of damage on which to base the
claim other than negligence.

The case of Caledonia North Sea Ltd v British Telecommunications PLC
and others [2002] 1 Lloyd’s Rep IR 261 arose out of the Piper Alpha oil
platform disaster in the North Sea in 1988. At the time of the accident,
the operators had hired various contractors to carry out specialist works.
Each of the contractors had entered into contracts with the operators in
connection with the work they had to perform, which provided that, in
certain circumstances, the contractors were to indemnify the operators in
the event of injury to the contractors’ employees in respect of incidents
occurring while they were working on the platform.

The relevant indemnity clause 15(1) provided as follows:

“15(1) Contractor’s Indemnities:

Contractor shall indemnify, hold harmless and defend the company and
its parent, subsidiary and affiliate corporations and Participants, and their
respective officers, employees, agents and representatives from and
against any and all suits, actions, legal or administrative proceedings,
claims, demands, damages, liabilities, interest, costs (including but not
limited to the cost of litigation) and expenses of whatsoever kind or
nature whether arising before or after completion of the work hereunder
and in any manner directly or indirectly caused, occasioned or
contributed to in whole or in part, by reason of omission or negligence
whether active or passive of contractor, or of anyone acting under
contractor’s direction, control or on contractor’s behalf in connection with
or incidental to the work. Provided always that the contractor’s total
liability arising pursuant to this indemnity shall not exceed one million
pounds sterling (£1,000,000) per occurrence.

Without prejudice to the foregoing generality, the contractor shall
indemnify, hold harmless and defend the company and its parent,
subsidiary and affiliate corporations and participants, and their respective
officers, employees, agents and representatives from and against any
claim, demand, cause of action, loss, expense or liability (including but
not limited to the costs of litigation) arising (whether before or after
completion of the work hereunder) by reason of …

(c) Injury to employees and damage to
property of contractor: Injury to or death of
persons employed by or damage to or loss or
destruction of property of the contractor or
its parent, subsidiary or affiliate corporations,
or the contractor’s agents, sub-contractors or
suppliers, irrespective of any contributory
negligence, whether active or passive, of the
party to be indemnified, unless such injury,
death, damage, loss or destruction was
caused by the sole negligence or wilful
misconduct of the party which would
otherwise be indemnified.” 

on his part in the existing circumstances to do, or to fail, or to omit to do
(as the case may be) a particular thing and yet intentionally does or fails
or omits to do it or persists in the act, failure, or omission regardless of
the consequences.” 

Lord Alverstone then made the following addition to the above definition:

“the addition which I would suggest is ‘or acts with reckless carelessness
not caring what the results of his carelessness may be’.”

In Horobin v British Overseas Airways Corp [1952] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 450,
Barry J. gave the example of two drivers who go through a set of lights,
one by virtue of going too fast and not keeping a proper look out, the
other, in a hurry, deciding to ignore the lights on the basis that hardly any
traffic comes out of the side road. Barry J. directed that only the second
would be guilty of wrongful misconduct.

With regard to the standard of proof applicable, Barry J. instructed the
jury as follows:

“In order to do that, and in order to establish wilful misconduct, the
plaintiff must satisfy you, not beyond reasonable doubt, but satisfy you
that the person who did the act knew that he was doing something
wrong, and knew it at the time, and yet did it just the same, or
alternatively that the person who did the act did it quite recklessly not
caring whether he was doing the right thing or the wrong thing, quite
regardless of the effect of what he was doing upon the safety of the
aircraft and the passengers for which and for whom he was responsible.” 

(2) ‘Knock for Knock’ Indemnity Clauses 

Knock-for-knock clauses are used frequently in construction, shipbuilding
and oil and gas industries to manage and allocate risk. Essentially, the
respective parties undertake responsibility for loss or damage to their
own property or for injury or death to their own employees and identified
parties (usually regardless of fault).

It is accepted as a general principle of English law that clear words must
be used in order for such a knock-for-knock indemnity provision to cover
a party’s negligence (whether basic, undue, gross, etc.). It was held in
Whessoe Ltd v Shell Refining Co Ltf [ 1960] CA Civil Division 6 Build LR
23 that: 

“… indemnity will not lie in respect of loss due to a person’s own
negligence or that of his servants unless adequate and clear words are
used or unless the indemnity could have no reasonable meaning or
application unless so applied…” (per Sellers LJ).

A three-part test relating to exclusion clauses and negligence was first

enumerated by the court in the well-known case of Canada Steamship
Lines Ltd v R [1952] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 1, i.e: (1) where a clause expressly
exempts a person in whose favour it is made from the consequence of
the negligence of his own servants then effect must be given to such a
provision; (2) in the absence of any express reference to negligence, the
court will consider whether the words in their ordinary meaning are wide
enough to cover the negligence of his own servants; and (3) where the
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against, even though the loss would not have happened but for the
misconduct or negligence of the master or crew.”

Scuttling is the clearest example of loss attributable to wilful misconduct
and most of the marine insurance cases that consider the term ‘wilful
misconduct’ concern allegations of scuttling.

Colman J. held in National Oilwell (UK) Ltd v Davy Offshore Ltd [1993] 2
Lloyd’s Rep 582 on p. 622 that the “essential elements” of wilful
misconduct in marine insurance cases were: “that the assured intended
to achieve a loss or the damage or that he was recklessly indifferent to
whether such loss or damage was caused and that his immediate
purpose was to claim on his insurers or that he subsequently advanced
such a claim”.

Who is the ‘Assured’ for the Purposes of
Wilful Misconduct?

With regard to the scope of the term ‘assured’, for the purposes of
Section 55(2)(a), according to O’May on Marine Insurance on p. 112: 
“In the case of companies it is the alter ego, the ‘heart and mind’ of the
company, whose knowledge or conduct is relevant. Knowledge may
include ‘shut-eye’ knowledge where the owner does not take an active
part but merely connives at the scuttling.”

Kerr J. held in The Michael [1979] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 55;
“An owner who makes it clear that he would like to see his ship at the
bottom of the sea, but does not want to know anything about it, is privy to
its sinking in just the same way as Henry II was privy to the murder of
Thomas a Becket when he said ‘who will rid me of this turbulent priest?’.” 

It has also been held that privity to the relevant misconduct can be
inferred. The relevant financial motive is that of the assured or those
interested in the insurance money, since they alone stand to gain. It was
held by Neill L.J. in The Captain Panagos [1986] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 470 that
once it is accepted that a casualty is deliberate, the inference that the
owner was privy to the fraudulent acts and that they were not done for
some private reason by crew members can properly be drawn. 

Joint Assureds/ Co-Assureds

In The Alexion Hope [1988] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 311 a total loss was caused,
which resulted from a fire caused by the deliberate act of the shipowner.
It was held that the mortgagee of the ship, who had taken out separate
insurance unconnected with the owner, could still recover his losses. 

Where two parties are insured under the same policy for their separate
interests, the wilful misconduct of one will not generally prejudice the
claim of the other in respect of his interest. As a result, a co-owners’
claim, which is otherwise recoverable, will not be barred by the wrongful
act of the master, who is also a part owner.  

However, under the Rules of the Standard Club, conduct that bars any
Joint Entrant or Co-Assured from recovering under Club cover will bar
every Joint Entrant or Co-Assured (paragraph 8.2.2, sub-paragraph (ii)).
Accordingly, wilful misconduct by one Joint Entrant or Co-Assured will
prevent recovery in this context by any of the others.

It was found by the Court of Session at first instance that the cause of the
explosion had been partly the fault of the operators and partly the fault of
one of the contractors. An employee of one contractor, engaged to
recalibrate a pump, had temporarily removed a pressure safety valve for
that purpose and had attached blind flanges to the pipework to fill the
gap. One of the flanges had not been fitted properly. An employee of the
operators thereafter decided to restart the pump in ignorance of the fact
that the pressure safety valve had been removed, and introduced
hydrocarbons into the pump. Due to the defective fitting of the flange,
there was an escape of hydrocarbon, leading to the explosion. 

On appeal to the House of Lords, their Lordships held that Article 15(1)(c)
required the contractors to indemnify the operators for injuries suffered
by the contractors’ employees “whether or not the contractor was
responsible for the loss”. Their Lordships held that that was the plain
meaning of the words used and “reflected the practice which had

developed among those undertaking offshore oil operations.�Their
Lordships further held that it was understandable that the right to
indemnity should be excluded where the negligence or breach of
statutory duty of the party seeking indemnity was the sole cause of the
death or injury, but that was the limit of the derogation from the rule that
each party, operator or contractor, assumed the ultimate responsibility for
compensating its own employees regardless of fault. The existence of this
exception was in itself an indication that no liability on the part of the
contractors was required, because “it is hard to see how such liability
could ever be consistent with the accident being attributable to the sole
negligence or wilful misconduct of the operator” (per Lord Hoffmann).

In summary, unless a clear exception is made for wilful misconduct or
gross negligence on the part of the relevant party, it is possible for a
knock-for-knock indemnity to operate in such circumstances, provided
the clause is drafted sufficiently widely.

(3) Marine Insurance 

The 2008/2009 Standard P&I Club Rules provide at Rule 2.2:
“These Rules and any contract of insurance between the Club and a
Member or any other person claiming under these Rules shall be
governed by and construed in accordance with English law. In particular
they are subject to and incorporate the provisions of the Marine Insurance
Act 1906 of the United Kingdom and any statutory modifications thereof
except insofar as such Act or modification may have been excluded by
these Rules or by the term of any such contract.”

Section 55(2) (a) of the Marine Insurance Act 1906 provides:

“Included and excluded losses
(1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, and unless the policy otherwise
provides, the insurer is liable for any loss proximately caused by a peril
insured against, but, subject as aforesaid, he is not liable for any loss
which is not proximately caused by a peril insured against.

(2) In particular, -(a) The insurer is not liable for any loss attributable to
the wilful misconduct of the assured, but, unless the policy otherwise
provides, he is liable for any loss proximately caused by a peril insured
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‘As Owner’ Language

An example wording of such language is:

“The phrase “as owner of vessel named herein” and all similar phrases
purporting to limit the insurer’s liability to that of an owner shall 
be deleted.”

The Club cannot delete provisions in the Rules that restrict a member’s
rights of recovery to those claims incurred in the capacity in which he
has been entered in the Club. 

'As owner' language in insurance policies is essentially a provision that
restricts cover to an owner or another party acting in that capacity. This
language is found in proviso (ii) of the preamble to the Standard Club’s
Rule 20 and proviso (v) of Rule 8. 

The requirement to delete such provisions shows a misunderstanding of
the nature of co-assurance, and is generally based on a belief by the co-
assured that he has cover in his own right. A co-assured charterer may
request the deletion of “as owner” language in the belief that, since he is
not the owner, he will be unable to benefit from the cover if it is restricted
to those liabilities incurred by the owner of an insured ship. This is
incorrect, since the intention of co-assured status is merely to allow the
co-assured to access the owner's cover if the co-assured has to pay for
liabilities that are the responsibility of the owner under a contract with
the co-assured. Since the cover is always only for the owner's liabilities,
albeit that the co-assured is entitled to benefit from it under certain
circumstances, it is not appropriate to delete the provisions. To do so
might allow the co-assured to claim on the member's cover for liabilities
incurred in another capacity, for instance as an oil company or a
charterer, which is never the intention when granting co-assured status.

Conclusion

Where there are onerous assumptions proposed in liability provisions during
contract negotiations, there is typically a common understanding of the
nature of the risks being passed and, equally, there is usually a clear idea
of the increased overhead and profit that would be appropriate
compensation for one party agreeing to assume such risks. This clarity can
break down where there are concessions given that do not overtly shift
risk, but that modify the nature of the access provided to the insurances
underpinning those liabilities. 

Our experience is that the pressure to agree such wordings is a result of
the desire to avoid inconsistency between the various contracts of
insurance that may attach to a project rather than of a concern that P&I
cover would be inadequate in the absence of such revisions. Hopefully, an
explanation of the nature of the cover that the Club can provide, and why
the restrictions on it are appropriate, will be sufficient to avoid such terms
being included in the final contract.

If both parties have a separate and independent access to cover without
limitation to the capacity in which they can claim, some undesirable results
may well follow; not only are the liability provisions undermined and
litigation encouraged, but the cost of such confusion is likely to fall squarely
on the member’s record. 

The question therefore remains, why allocate risk and still pick up the cost
by including onerous insurance provisions? This is perhaps a question
which is easier to answer in theory than in practice, but we would hope
that addressing these problematic terms when they are proposed with a
clear explanation of the nature of the cover that the Club provides will
enable members to maintain clarity and consistency between the liability,
indemnity and insurance provisions, and the insurance that they purchase
to meet such risks.
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operational FPSO. Hull insurers would commonly attach their
operating policy upon Ready for Startup or at first oil, whilst the fixed
premium P&I cover for mobile offshore units will mostly attach upon
hook-up to the installation when the specialist operations start. If in
doubt, discuss with your club and underwriters. 

• Cover for loss of hire, and even contingent loss of income should the
field shut down due to an insured event, should be considered in the
light of your contract off-hire clauses.

• Remember to arrange for the P&I cover to extend to MOB/workboat
vessels or enter them on a separate mutual basis, in particular,
during conversion if they are not part of the FPSO or operate as
independent units.

• If you operate or contract ROVs or divers, you should ensure that
your exposures are reviewed by the club and that you also explore
your liability on the physical damage side, including wreck removal.

• Pollution exposures need to be carefully discussed with your club so
as to ensure that it knows exactly where and when your exposure
starts and stops, and that you are clear on the cover that it provides.

• Most FPSO operators will also have to buy a Comprehensive General
Liability policy (CGL), which could either be bought in the offshore
insurance market or, to a more limited extent, via your club under an
Offshore Liability Extension (OLE). Be aware of the distinction between
these covers and ensure that you do not assume contractual risks
under the P&I/OLE entry that are not related to the operation of the
vessel, unless this is specifically agreed by your club.

• If you charter any vessels, you must ensure they carry proper P&I
cover and that you buy Charterers Liability and FDD insurance.

• Ensure that you look into the claims handling routines and that you
appoint an adjuster under your hull insurances.

As an example, let us look into the FPSO side, and highlight a few
areas where you can minimise your risks and avoid some of the
exposures commonly associated with conversion, deployment and
operation.

Conversion

• Ensure that the contract with the yard is checked by your club and
that you buy defence cover for yard disputes.

• Ensure that you keep P&I cover in force and that you include crew
and office personnel whilst at the yard.

• Buy CAR policies that include owner’s supplied items in any
premises outside the yard. Include towage/steaming to the yard and
then to the operational site.

• You should seek to be a co-assured under the yard’s own 
insurance policies.

• Look into the cost of insuring refund guarantees.

• Check the cost of delay and non-delivery of the FPSO should
physical damage occur whilst at the yard or during sea trials.

• There are also political risk exposures that you might want to
explore, depending on the area of deployment and where the
construction is taking place.

Deployment/Operation

• Ensure that you specify values of your sub-sea equipment and that
installation and reinstallation costs are included. 

• Be aware of the difference between P&I and hull insurance as to
when their underwriters commonly expect the vessel to transfer
from the conversion and mutual cover phase to becoming an

       




